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Our slogan always is Quality & Creativity

Shades Systems was founded in 2006 and is considered one of the largest companies in its eld 
in Saudi Arabia, and within a few years the company was able to expand from the western 
region to cover the eastern region and our ability to execute projects across the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia.

We have the latest equipment and tools, increased productivity and the praise of God to 
multiple projects in all parts of the Kingdom with major companies operating in the Kingdom 
in addition to government projects.

Our Vision:Our Vision:
Leadership in the development of industry and innovation umbrellas shade systems.

Our Mission:
Serious work to create the best ways to expand the area of our work in Saudi Arabia Arab 
Countries, in addition to playing an active role in community service and to establish linkages 
with the leading technology in the world of umbrellas international companies.

ABOUT US
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We are in Shades Systems (Not the only manufacturer of shades products, but we are the better), so we put those products under the 
auspices of a permanent development and innovation in order to offer the best possible specications.
We are in (Shades systems) Harmonious and integrated team, in order to produce integrated product specications, technical aspects of 
aesthetic and economic.

Our prices are always modest and compatible with the specications that we provide, and are suitable for all customer segments.

We have a wide range of designs and shapes beautiful sheds of all sizes, and commensurate with the needs of all customers.

The shade covers we have are manufactured from the nest and best products to resist the nature factors, and resistant to high temperatures The shade covers we have are manufactured from the nest and best products to resist the nature factors, and resistant to high temperatures 
especially in countries of the Arabian Gulf, and resistant to harmful UV rays.

Our shade covers are manufactured from high quality materials with international standards match material of (polyethylene) netting cloth, 
which gives a shadow rate of more than %95 manufactured in the best of the global factories.

Shade covering we have of PVC Membrane Fabric and PVDF and Teon - These materials are manufactured at the best global factories 
specialized in this products.

The steel structures are designed and studied by high quality engineers specializing in these products, so the product be of aesthetic with The steel structures are designed and studied by high quality engineers specializing in these products, so the product be of aesthetic with 
superb form.

These structures are painted by high quality of paint or by thermal powder coating, resistance of nature factors, (and the colors match the 
color of the cover).

And so we make hot deep galvanizing for the structures private in areas of high humidity and salty atmosphere near the sea, to resist the rust, 
corrosion and humidity.
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Our Shades can arrange in size more than you'd imagine, so no matter what your needs and purposes are, we've got a shade in the 
right size and dimensions to give you exactly the cover you want.

Keep your driveway or car park covered the way you want with a range of different shaped shade sails from square to triangle to cater 
for all different tastes and purposes.

Our high-quality installation service is available to all suburbs across Jeddah City, Dammam  or anywhere in Saudi Arabia, quickly and 
efficiently installing domestic and commercial shade covers at an affordable price.

Our installation stuff is professional & qualied with high experience to ensure successful business, and achieve maximum safety and Our installation stuff is professional & qualied with high experience to ensure successful business, and achieve maximum safety and 
protection. 
And more, we offer free advices to our customers.

Different shapes and sizes are available so that you can choose the best shade sail for your needs. high quality of materials allow easy 
handling, installation and removal, and expert construction means that your shade sail can last up to 10 years, and some materials up 
to more 20 years.

Our aim is not only to sell - but our aim is to offer the best what we sell to our customers and meet their desire and make his request.

Our slogan always is Quality & CreativityOur slogan always is Quality & Creativity
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WHAT WE DO
1. SKETCHING
Shades Systems has his own professional engineering team, they can 
cover all the technical obstacles and provides all project needs from 
designing, modeling, drawing and patterning. And they are ready for 
the toughest jobs.

2. WORKING
Preparing the project’s requirements, all the 
needed material from Shades Systems local and 
international suppliers to assure that everything is 
ready to proceed with fabrication.3. UTILIZATION

Shades Systems certied professional team 
collects all the technical data and starts with 
manufacturing, utilizing and assembling the 
project parts using the latest machines and 
technologies to obtain the best quality in the 
scheduled time.

4. DELIVERY

Installation teams work on a daily basis in 
organized structure to cover all the kingdom’s 
areas. They will be on time with the needed 
equipment for all kind of projects.
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CAR PARKING SHADES
COBRA FOR CAR PARING SHADES
SAILS
SCHOOLS & COURTYARDS SHADES

OUR PRODUCTS

SWIMMING POOL SHADES
GARDEN & PLAYGROUND SHADES
TENSILE MEMBRANE FABRIC

Cobra is new model of our parking shades models & one of 
new products within the production line of car parking 
shades from Shades Systems.
 The advantages of this model: -
    
- Strength and stiffness and high resistance to wind
- Beautiful classic shape attractive appearance
- Fit different sizes of cars- Fit different sizes of cars
- Aerodynamic cover coherent taut
- Including the cover from thick fabric polyethylene fabric
- Including the cover of PVC fabric PVC, PVDF covers

Our parking shade units is classic forms and designs unique, Our parking shade units is classic forms and designs unique, 
we have taken into account the taste of the consumer as 
well as his site for the movement of the sun so we advise him 
and offer him the appropriate design for his car, according to 
its shade unit.

األشرعة 
Car Parking 
Shades

Cobra is new model of our parking shades models & one of 
new products within the production line of car parking 
shades from Shades Systems.
 The advantages of this model: -
    
- Strength and stiffness and high resistance to wind
- Beautiful classic shape attractive appearance
- Fit different sizes of cars

Cobra for car
paring shades

The car park sheds is basic product in our company and our 
top priority, because this product has great importance to the 
consumer due to the heat of the scorching sun, especially in 
countries of the Arabian Gulf to protect the car and its 
contents from damage and to mitigate the severity of the 
heat inside the car.

We have various kinds different sizes of Car shades, whether We have various kinds different sizes of Car shades, whether 
in homes or commercial markets or airports or in the arena of 
companies.

We have car parking shades with different shapes and We have car parking shades with different shapes and 
distinctive designs, we have taken into our consideration the 
consumer gusto as well as the shade site for car of the sun 
movement, so we give him free advice, and we offer him the 
appropriate design of the car shade according to their 
location.
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CAR PARKING SHADES
COBRA FOR CAR PARING SHADES
SAILS
SCHOOLS & COURTYARDS SHADES

OUR PRODUCTS

SWIMMING POOL SHADES
GARDEN & PLAYGROUND SHADES
TENSILE MEMBRANE FABRIC

Schools and courtyard shades are one of our 
products and our great interest because of 
people needs to these shades.
Our products of (schools and courtyard 
shades) have distinctive designs with beautiful 
shapes.
The covers cloth of schools and courtyard The covers cloth of schools and courtyard 
shades are made from high quality materials 
with international standards match materials 
(polyethylene) netting, which gives a shadow 
rate of more than %95 manufactured in the 
best factories, to resist for more than ten years.

SAILS

SCHOOLS & 
COURTYARDS 
SHADES

The manufacture of sails is essential and main of our 
products, and it's within our interesting, because of the 
beautifully shape in the shade coverings.
Sails: of high-density polyethylene netting cloth.
Sails: of PVC & PVDF tarpaulin covers.
Sails: of different shapes (three-and four ribs) and other 
polygonal.
We have various kinds different sizes of Sails, whether in We have various kinds different sizes of Sails, whether in 
the home and commercial markets, parks, schools, 
children's games shading, cafe shops and many areas.
We have shade sails with different shapes and distinctive We have shade sails with different shapes and distinctive 
designs, we have taken into our consideration the 
consumer gusto, as well as the shade site for the sun 
movement, so we give him free advice and we offer him 
the appropriate design of his shade according to their 
location
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The swimming pool shades is basic product in our company 
and our top priority.
We have various kinds different sizes of swimming pool 
shades, whether in home, Villas, Residential complexes, 
Hotels, resorts or gyms.

We have swimming pool shades with different shapes and We have swimming pool shades with different shapes and 
distinctive designs, we have taken the consumers gusto into 
our consider and as well as the shade site for the sun 
movement, in addition we give him free advices and we offer 
him the appropriate design of his shade according to their 
location.

The kid's toys & Waiting shades: are main and basic of our products 
and our top priority because these shades are the utmost importance 
to protection of children during play of the blazing sun.

We have various kinds with different sizes of kid's toys & Waiting 
shades.

We have kid's toys & waiting shades with different shapes and We have kid's toys & waiting shades with different shapes and 
distinctive designs, we have taken into our consideration the 
consumer gusto, as well as the shade site for the sun movement, so 
we give him free advice and we offer him the appropriate design of 
his shade according to their location.
The kid's toys & Waiting shades roofs some times are from wood 
plastic and Brick which have high specications.

Swimming
Pool Shades

CAR PARKING SHADES
COBRA FOR CAR PARING SHADES
SAILS
SCHOOLS & COURTYARDS SHADES

OUR PRODUCTS

SWIMMING POOL SHADES
GARDEN & PLAYGROUND SHADES
TENSILE MEMBRANE FABRIC

Garden & 
Playground 
Sades
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The tensile tents and sunshades, which manufactured from the textile-coated fabrics is one of the modern and 
universal products.
When you are visiting any modern country and strolling in the shopping centers and, parks, or leisure centers 
zoos, you will see these beautiful and visually dramatic tents and sails. 
 
Therefore, our priorities advertency was to manufacturing this kind of tents making the best and nest tents of a 
beautiful forms and sceneries using the high quality of universal fabrics and materials. 
We use the best products of universal companies of the fabrics as PVC and PVDF and Teon materials. We use the best products of universal companies of the fabrics as PVC and PVDF and Teon materials. 
These fabrics are heavy-duty fabrics for long life against the nature's factors protecting from the detrimental 
ultra violet rays, and resisting the ame.
 
This kind of tents and the steel structures designed by professional engineers, using special accessories and 
parts to get the best beautiful forms and sceneries.
 
We use some times the stainless steel accessories and xing parts.We use some times the stainless steel accessories and xing parts.
The steel structure painted by powder coating, or we make galvanizing for the steel structure, or painted by 

Tensile Membrane Fabric

CAR PARKING SHADES
COBRA FOR CAR PARING SHADES
SAILS
SCHOOLS & COURTYARDS SHADES

OUR PRODUCTS

SWIMMING POOL SHADES
GARDEN & PLAYGROUND SHADES
TENSILE MEMBRANE FABRIC
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OUR PROJECTS

PVC Sunshades for The popular
market  Alqunfotha Governorate

1.PVC Sunshades

Car parking Shades for Prince
Sultan Cultural  Center - Jeddah

2.Car parking Shades 

Manarat Jeddah Schools

PVC Shades3.
Shades Saudi 
Arabian Airlines

4.Car Shades
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Car Parking Shades - SABIC in Jubail

5.Car Parking Shades

Car Parking Shades (Cobra) 
Intercontinental Hotel Taif

6.Car Parking Shades (Cobra) 
Saline water conversation 
corporation - Yanbu station

Car Parking Shades

Alharamin Train Project
Alharamin Train Project

King Abdulaziz Specialist Hospital

11.Specialist Hospital

7.

Car Parking Shades (Cobra) Intercontinental Hotel Taif

6.Car Parking Shades (Cobra) 
Car Parking Shades (Cobra) Intercontinental Hotel Taif

12.
Car Parking Shades (Cobra) Intercontinental Hotel Taif

Car Parking Shades (Cobra) 

Car Parking Shades (Cobra) Intercontinental Hotel Taif

Rawabi School Project
Rawabi School Project

Car parking shades of our model (Cobra)
For: Arabian Pipeline Projects Company
Baha and Taif

14.Pipes Compnay Project13.
Ma'aden Co. in Turaif
10.Ma'aden Co. in Turaif

Car parking shades of our model ( Cobra )
of Lina Municipality 

8.Cobra Car Parking Shades
Jazan Sea port offices 

9.Car Parking Shades
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OUR CLIENTS

Saudi Arabian Airlines Ministry of Health
Saline Water Conver-
stion Corporation Petro Rabigh

Saudi Binladin Group King Abdullah 
Economic City

Ministry of Interior
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia SABIC
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CONTACT US

www.shadesys.net

Jeddah

Shades Systems Est.
 
Saudi Arabia        
P.O.Box ( 41960 )
Jeddah 21531          

  
Tel        +966 12 6522617                                                                                                     
Fax       +966 12 6579048     
                                                                                      
Mob     +966-551781010                                                                                          
Mob     +966-553530073

E-mail   sales@shadesys.net

Khobar 

Tel        +966 13 8952625
Fax       +966 13 8953195

Mob     +966-563854880
 
E-mail   feras@shadesys.net
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